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RotoSpa is a family business that started in 2003 when a 
friend was looking for a hydrotherapy hot tub following a 
hip replacement. After searching the market and not  
finding any British made spas suitable for recuperation,  
we decided to develop and build our own!

From those humble beginnings and word of mouth  
recommendation, RotoSpa has made a huge splash in 
thousands of homes across the UK. 

And it’s not just our customers who recognise a great  
product when they see one; our hydrotherapy spas have 
won awards and accolades from across the industry. 

Our family firm may have got a little bigger, but every  
RotoSpa is still made right here in the UK. We take the 
same care and focus on our customers’ specific needs as 
we did on the first spa we produced almost two decades ago. 

Passionate about what we do, we’re a family firm with nearly 20 years experience 
building multi-award winning spa pools that are durable, reliable and affordable. 

We are the UK’s only manufacturer of spa pools and are proud to be known as the 
nation’s favourite home brand. Step into a RotoSpa and you’ll understand why!

B U Y  S M A R T
BUY BRITISH
BUY ROTOSPA

Our story...
Why RotoSpa?

Our range of Holiday Park Spas were developed as a result of us identifying that there were 
distributors selling domestic spas into commercial environments such as holiday parks.  
We soon realised that the domestic spa was not fit for purpose. We identified that as a UK 
manufacturer there was an opportunity for us to develop the first holiday park spa that was 
truly fit for purpose and fully compliant to HSG282

We developed relationships with holiday park owners to understand their needs.  
We then spent time with the maintenance teams to understand the issues they faced with 
the day to day running and maintenance of the spas and what was needed to be improved. 
The result was a reliable, durable, energy efficient, low maintenance truly fit for purpose spa 
for your holiday business setting.

Our philosophy remains unchanged, and we are always working in partnership with our 
customers to ensure we are reactive to their needs and evolving our product range to be fully 
compliant with HSE and industry regulations. Buy smart Buy British!

BU
Y BRITISH

W
ITH CONFIDEN

CEGOLD AWARD WINNER
FOR HOT TUBS IN A HOLIDAY SETTING

A

S S O C I A T E  M E M B E R
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Holiday makers expect spas  
and they are the number one  
requirement in online searches

RotoSpas increase income from  
accommodation by up to 50%

RotoSpas increase 
occupancy by up to 25%

RotoSpas drive 
out-of-season bookings

LODGES / CARAVANS Occupancy Fill Weekly Rate Occupancy (Weeks) No. of Units Total Occupancy Rate 
(Weeks) Revenue

Without RotoSpa 65% £800 31 20 620 £496,000

With RotoSpa - +25%  
Fill rate, +40% weekly rate 85% £1,120 39 20 780 £873,600

Excludes purchase price and running costs Revenue Increase £377,600

HOLIDAY COTTAGES Occupancy Fill Weekly Rate Occupancy (Weeks) No. of Units Total Occupancy Rate 
(Weeks) Revenue

Without RotoSpa 75% £600 39 1 39 £23,400

With RotoSpa - +25%  
Fill rate, +40% weekly rate 100% £840 49 1 49 £41,160

Excludes purchase price and running costs Revenue Increase £17,760

GLAMPING Occupancy Fill Weekly Rate Occupancy (Weeks) No. of Units Total Occupancy Rate 
(Weeks) Revenue

Without RotoSpa 80% £500 21 1 21 £10,500

With RotoSpa - +25%  
Fill rate, +40% weekly rate 100% £625 26 1 26 £16,250

Excludes purchase price and running costs Revenue Increase £5,750

Why RotoSpa and holiday parks go hand in hand

EACH ROTOSPA CAN DRAMATICALLY INCREASE YOUR INCOME BY 50%

For your very own tailored calculation, please contact RotoSpa
RotoSpa will provide you with a free site 
survey and bespoke income projection.

KEY FACTS
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UK’S ONLY SPA MANUFACTURER HEATING ROTOSPAS FASTER

•  Hand-crafted spas tailored to your 
requirements

•  With nearly 20 years experience, 
we now supply hundreds of holiday 
parks across the UK, both large  
and small

•  Dealing straight with the  
manufacturer means hassle-free, 
value-for-money

•  Immediate product availability.

Power Smart Heat Pumps slash running  
cost with 75% less energy consumption

How does it work?
Our heat pumps use refrigeration technology to extract heat 
from the air (even when cold) and only consume a very small 
amount of energy to power a fan motor and compressor.  
When compared to gas or electric heaters our heat pumps use 
a tiny portion of energy to generate the same amount of heat 
output, using around 75% less energy than an electric spa  
heater. If you run a busy site requiring fast spa turnaround 
times, an air source heat pump from RotoSpa guarantees  
fastest heat up times without extra electricity consumption.

What our clients say...
     The heat pump units are small and attractive, they are 
also very quiet. We chose these units for two reasons, firstly 
the reduced running costs, however the best advantage for 
us was the fact that they require very little power to operate. 
This enabled us to run a glamping cabin for 4 people off a 
standard 16-amp supply. Power requirements will rise over 
time due to guests wishing to have hot tubs and as the need 
to charge an electric car grows, these units give us a way of 
coping with the increased power requirements.
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Wallace Lane Farm

•  RotoSpas are 100% recyclable, the most  
recyclable spa available in the UK

•  Keeping your running costs low – RotoSpa’s 
unique RotoTherm insulation significantly  
reduces heat loss and energy consumption 

•  RotoSpa has the smallest environmental foot 
print of any Spa available in the UK

•  RotoSpa UK are committed to buying locally, 
supporting our local economy and working 
towards being as environmentally aware  
as possible 

•  RotoSpas use green renewable energy solu-
tions to cut energy consumption by up to 75% 

•  RotoSpas can run from as little as 4 amps!,  
utilising our Heat Exchange option  

•  RotoSpa is working towards Carbon  
Neutral Certification

ECONOMICALLY AND 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY
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3  8 minute complete rapid drain

3  Fast fill time

3  Heat time of 4 hours*

3  24 hour continuous filtration

3  8 cleaning cycles per day

3   In-built ozone unit helps kill bacteria 
when filtering and decreases  
consumption of sanitisers used!

*PowerSmart air source heat pump

EASY
MAINTENANCE

C
HANGE-OVER TI

M
E

minutes

8.8kW HEAT PUMP OPTION

Total heat up time per change-over Weekly refill cost per annum Maintain 37oC per annum Total cost per annum

3 hours 36 minutes £56.16 £102.79 £116.10

Savings over electric  
3kW heater per annum £594.50

STANDARD ELECTRIC HEATER 3kW OPTION

Total heat up time per change-over Weekly refill cost per annum Maintain 37oC per annum Total cost per annum

10 hours £289.12 £421.48 £710.60

*Figures based on one drain and refill per week, 10oC fill temperature to 37oC set temperature, Unit cost 0.15p kWh. Heat up time and saving can vary upon ambient temperature.

PowerSmart heat pumps
SPEEDY RETURN ON INVESTMENT
With any investment purchase you want to know that it will achieve an excellent return. Installing a heat pump to  
your spa offers such significant savings your payback period is extremely short. Unlike other renewables such as  
solar panels, which take up to 7-10 years just to reach the payback/break-even point, our SV Series heat pumps can 
return their cost in as little as 2 years. As a guide, to maintain your spa water at 37ºC all year round, using a  
5.5kW SV Series heat pump in comparison to a standard 2kW electric heating element you will save on average  
£700 per year (based on one drain and refill per week). So that is a speedy return on investment. The more you  
drain and refill the spa due to its increased use, the more heat loss must be replenished, which increases your  
savings and shortens your return on investment even further.
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RotoSpa Holiday Park spas are fully HSG282  
compliant. Our spas exceed the following  
requirement that your business needs  
to adhere to:

• Turnover rate – our high quality pump  
turns over water in just 8 minutes

• Continuous filtration – our spas have  
24 hour continuous filtration

• The plumbing configuration of our  
spas ensures there are no dead-ends  
that can lead to bacteria growth

• Continuous sanitisation – our in-line  
tablet feeder ensures continuous  
sanitation of your spa

• 8 times a day automatic cleaning process.

FULLY HSG282
COMPLIANT
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Remote connectivity
The SmartLINK WiFi module and SpaLINK app allow  
you to connect to and take control of your spa  
remotely from any location at any time.  
The SmartLINK module connects to any RotoSpa  
model and then uses your home WiFi network  
to facilitate communication between the app  
server and the spa. 

Noisy guests? Need to silence the party?
The SpaLINK app becomes a mobile, wireless  
remote for your spa enabling complete control  
of all settings and accessories including pumps,  
blowers and LED lights from a safe location.  
Download the SpaLINK app from App Store  
or GooglePlay.

In the know
Keep informed about the health of your spa  
with status updates direct to your phone.  
Using the WiFi module and smart phone app, receive error  
alerts allowing you to react in real-time, ensuring the best  
possible spa experience. The app will clearly describe the  
issue and provide simple steps and solutions to resolve. 

Speedy support
Seek remote technical assistance and resolve 
issues quickly through the SmartLINK  
</SpaLINK global> module, resulting in happy 
customers and no refunds! Should you need 
help, simply activate the support PIN within 
the SpaLINK app. This allows RotoSpa remote  
access to the spa to swiftly check software  
settings, control and test accessories and run 
diagnostic checks.

INSTALLATION OPTIONS
•  Flexible installation to suit your needs - 

can be freestanding or lowered into your 
decking area 

• RotoSpas are fully portable due to their 
unique design and can be moved easily 
by one person.



ENJOY CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER
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Directional turbo  
hydro jet  
This powerful jet introduces 
air straight into the water, for 
a superbly enriched full-body 
hydrotherapy massage. 

Multipoint air injector jet 
This fixed air turbo jet opens 
up the airline and supplies the 
champagne effect in the water, 
with millions of blissful little  
bubbles surrounding your  
entire body. This jet creates a 
soft touch massage for calming  
muscle relaxation.

Adjustable rotational  
hydro pulse jet 
This rotational pulse jet moves 
the water in a circular motion, 
enabling fantastic massage to  
a wider area.

Directional hydro  
pulse jet 
This jet offers targeted  
therapeutic hydromassage to 
those particular pressure points 
that need extra attention.

15 point ultra-master 
massage jet  
The holes in this jet insert  
deliver the ultimate in  
hydromassage performance.  
The ultra-master jet stimulates  
a wide area, particularly the 
many pressure points in  
the lower back, giving a  
sensational massage.

2 SIZES: 3” & 4” 3 SIZES: 3”, 4” & 5”

For maximum performance, RotoSpa uses high-flow multiple 
distribution systems on all models. Unlike a single pipe that’s 
linked from jet to jet, our system delivers water individually to 
each jet for a uniform pressure. 

Each seating placement enjoys multiple hydromassage  
effects from state-of-the-art therapeutic, adjustable and  
rotating massage jets strategically positioned around the spa. 
These include lower, middle and upper back combinations, 
with neck and shoulder, leg and foot massage systems. 

A flow diverter and multi nozzle ‘master massage’ jet  
on the Quatro model gives a powerful back massage 
without the need for bigger pumps and extra power.  
In addition, the turbo air injection system adds millions 
of tiny air bubbles directly into the water behind your 
back, around your legs and under your feet for a  
wonderfully invigorating massage experience. 

INNOVATIVE JET SYSTEMS INTELLIGENT POWERSMART  
SPA CONTROL

FREE FULL TRAINING AND SUPPORT

UK MANUFACTURER BACKED SERVICE AND SUPPORT
*Images for illustration purposes only, models and specifications subject to change.

** BISHTA Management Training Course available at extra cost.

The ‘Ozone Sanitation Unit’ is included as 
standard in all of our RotoSpa models.  
The ozone generator artificially generates  
a natural disinfectant gas that kills bacteria 
and acts as an oxidiser by removing bacterial 
debris left behind in the water. This clever  
little unit reduces the need for chemicals  
and is automatic, meaning less time  
preparing your spa and more time enjoying 
the beautifully clear water. 

You and your maintenance team can be truly reassured,  
as we provide first-class comprehensive training:
• Face to face video call technical helpline - resolve issues quickly  

keeping your customers happy

• Product specific technical training session

• Managing RotoSpas in holiday parks and homes

• BISHTA Water Hygiene Management Training Course**

• Service visits arranged within 48 hours

• 24hr customer service helpline and online knowledge base, 
assistance available when you need it! 

3 Lockable touchpad

3  Incorporates dynamic thermal  
tuning, reducing overall  
running costs

3 Smart filtration

3 Auto daily sanitize

3 Remote WiFi access

3 Programmable sleep period

3 Heat pump interface
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T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C AT I O N SEscapeSpa

Size 1990mm x 1990mm x 770mm deep

Portable Unique one-piece shell

Flexible installation options Freestanding or built-into environment

Dry weight 172kg (1222kg filled)

Seating 5-6 Persons with master seat and 2 lounge seats

Water capacity 1050 Litres

Rapid drain Drain down time 8 minutes (standard)

Electrical supply 240V 13 Amp - 25 Amp dependent on heater choice

Pump 1.5HP, Hi-Flow 2 speed pump (2 pumps in 1)

Filtration Auto cleanse smart filtration

Heating options

- 2kW corrosion resistant element (standard) 
-  3kW corrosion resistant element
-  1.6kW heat pump gives 8.8kW heating output (saves 70%-80% running costs)
-  Heat exchanger for connection to gas, oil and biomass boilers - giving the fastest heat-up time

Jets
25 x Luxury hydro jet package of directional, spinning, pulsing and direct jets with added 
diverter valve to direct water through all seating positions or through the 15 jet Ultra master 
massage jet in the captain’s seat.

Insulation and durability Lockable thermal hard cover, unique RotoTherm spa insulation throughout entire cabinet,  
spa base and rear of spa shell. Hard wearing tough spa shell with lifetime warranty.

Colour options Granite grey or light grey with teak or dark grey wood effect panels

Draindown, clean, refill  
and heat-up time From 30 minutes

Other features as standard

- Inline Disinfectant Tablet Feeder
- Ozone Sanitation 
-  100% Circulation Plumbing: spa water is circulated 

through all pipes and jets all of the time,  
no booster pump circuits for water to sit in

-  Silent Air Boost Control:  increases hydrotherapy by 
injecting air into water stream

-  Inteligent PowerSmart Spa Control System: incorporating dynamic 
thermal tuning, smart filtration, auto daily sanitise, remote WiFi  
access, programmable sleep period, heat pump interface

- Lockable Touchpad: user controls pump and light functions only 
-  Lighting: LED master light, illuminated touch pad & illuminated  

top side controls
- Remote support: WiFi enabled (optional)
-  Insulated lockable thermal hard cover - keeps your heat in and  

everything else out
www.rotospa.co.uk  |  sales@rotospa.co.uk  |  0121 354 3428
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T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C AT I O N SSerenitySpa

Size 2000mm diameter x 740mm deep

Portable Unique one-piece shell

Flexible installation options Freestanding or built-into environment

Dry weight 160kg (1160kg filled)

Seating 5-6 Persons with master seat and bench seating area

Water capacity 1000 Litres

Rapid drain Drain down time 8 minutes (standard)

Electrical supply 240V 13 Amp - 20 Amp dependent on heater choice

Pump 1.5HP, Hi-Flow 2 speed pump (2 pumps in 1)

Filtration Auto cleanse smart filtration

Heating options

- 2kW corrosion resistant element (standard) 
-  3kW corrosion resistant element
-  1.6kW heat pump gives 8.8kW heating output (saves 70%-80% running costs)
-  Heat exchanger for connection to gas, oil and biomass boilers - giving the fastest heat-up time

Jets
11 x Luxury hydro jet package of directional, rotational and pulsing jets with added diverter 
valve to direct water through all seating positions or through the 15 jet Ultra master  
massage jet in the captain’s seat.

Insulation and durability Lockable thermal hard cover, unique RotoTherm spa insulation throughout entire cabinet,  
spa base and rear of spa shell. Hard wearing tough spa shell with lifetime warranty.

Colour options Granite grey or light grey with teak or dark grey wood effect panels

Draindown, clean, refill  
and heat-up time From 30 minutes

Other features as standard

- Inline Disinfectant Tablet Feeder
- Ozone Sanitation 
-  100% Circulation Plumbing: spa water is circulated 

through all pipes and jets all of the time,  
no booster pump circuits for water to sit in

-  Silent Air Boost Control: increases hydrotherapy by 
injecting air into the water stream

-  Intelligent PowerSmart Spa Control System: incorporating dynamic 
thermal tuning, smart filtration, auto daily sanitise, remote WiFi  
access, programmable sleep period, heat pump interface

-  Lockable Touchpad: user controls pump and light functions only 
-  Lighting: LED master light, illuminated touch pad & illuminated  

top side controls
- Remote support: WiFi enabled (optional)
-  Insulated lockable thermal hard cover - keeps your heat in and  

everything else out
www.rotospa.co.uk  |  sales@rotospa.co.uk  |  0121 354 3428
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T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C AT I O N SPodSpa

Size 1820 x 1210 x 700mm deep

Portable Unique one-piece shell

Flexible installation options Freestanding or built-into environment

Dry weight 90kg (600kg filled)

Seating 2-3 Persons

Water capacity 500-550 Litres

Rapid drain Drain down time 4 minutes (standard)

Electrical supply 240V 13 Amp - 20 Amp dependent on heater choice

Pump 1.5HP, 2 speed pump (2 pumps in 1)

Filtration Auto cleanse smart filtration

Heating options

- 2kW corrosion resistant element (standard)
- 3kW corrosion resistant element
-  1.1kW heat pump gives 5.5kW heating output
-  1.6kW heat pump gives 8.8kW heating output (saves 70%-80% running costs)
-  Heat exchanger for connection to gas, oil and biomass boilers - giving the fastest heat-up time

Jets 8 x luxury hydrojets package to include the following interchangeable jets: 
3 x 3” rotating massage jets, 5 x 3” directional eyeball jets

Insulation and durability Lockable thermal hard cover, unique RotoTherm spa insulation throughout entire cabinet, 
spa base and rear of spa shell. Hard wearing tough spa shell with lifetime warranty.

Colour options Granite grey or light grey with teak or dark grey wood effect panels

Draindown, clean, refill  
and heat-up time From 30 minutes

Other features as standard
- Inline Disinfectant Tablet Feeder
- Ozone Sanitation 
-  100% Circulation Plumbing: spa water is circulated 

through all pipes and jets all of the time, no booster 
pump circuits for water to sit in

-  Silent Air Boost Control:  increases hydrotherapy  
by injecting air into water stream

-  Intelligent PowerSmart Spa Control System: incorporating dynamic 
thermal tuning, smart filtration, auto daily sanitise, remote WiFi  
access, programmable sleep period, heat pump interface

- Lockable Touchpad: user controls pump and light functions only 
-  Lighting: LED master light and illuminated touch pad
- Remote support: WiFi enabled (optional)
-  Insulated lockable thermal hard cover - keeps your heat in and  

everything else out

www.rotospa.co.uk  |  sales@rotospa.co.uk  |  0121 354 3428



75 years
combined experience

“ In year 3, the first year that we were 
able to advertise the addition of the 
RotoSpa, our bookings increased by 
almost 50% and year 4 by 80%.”

“ We have fitted numerous RotoSpa 
units across our parks. We have seen 
a significant improvement in bookings 
and tariff for those units. The RotoSpa 
product is fantastic, it is easily fitted and 
cared for. A genuinely quality product 
that has helped hundreds of our guests 
have a fantastic time on holiday with us.”

“ We now operate 15 Rotospa units 
across our business chosen for the fact 
that they are manufactured in the UK 
and secondly that the construction of the 
spas allows the onsite team to quickly 
change any of the major component 
parts ensuring that the spas are always 
available to our lodge customers.”

“ The addition of the RotoSpa is definitely 
having an impact on our enquiries 
and subsequent bookings. The spa is 
proving as stated easy to maintain, the 
lockable touchpad allows us to be in 
full control of the settings and limit our 
customers from altering settings.”

“ We had special requirements that we 
wanted fulfilling. We chose RotoSpa 
as they were able to provide the semi-
commercial set up that we required, 
to include alternative heating options. 
RotoSpa fully designed and installed 
the set-up to meet the requirements  
of HSG282.”

BU
Y BRITISH

W
ITH CONFIDEN

CE

UK’S ONLY SPA MANUFACTURER
35 Boldmere Road, Boldmere, Sutton Coldfield B73 5UY  |  0121 354 3428

www.rotospa.co.uk  |  sales@rotospa.co.uk  |  

Sand Le Mere Holiday Park Longnor Wood Holiday Park

Oaks Barn Farm Clippesby Hall

The Saddle House


